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A LIMIT PROPERTY OF SEQUENTIAL DECISION PROCESS

BY KAZUTOMO KAWAMURA

1. Introduction.

In this paper we consider a limit property of sequential design problem.
Generally, in the sequential design problem, the following subjects are important
for us. (1) Which experiment we must select at each step? (2) When we must
stop experiment? Bradt, Johnson and Karlin [1] have given a famous example
of sequential design problem, named as " Two Armed Bandit Problem". In the
sequential testing model of composite hypothesis, Chernoff [2] has given an asympt-
otically optimal procedure and its asymptotic behavior.

In this paper we shall give a set of finitely many experiments which are con-
ditioned by the restrictions 1, 2, •••, 5 in the following section, and give a procedure
<P regarding only the subject (1). The process of gains given by the selected
experiments being denoted as {Xn} under the procedure £p, it will be shown that
the sample mean Xn=Σ*=ιXίln given at n-th step has a maximum limit value as
n tends to infinity. Under another procedure £P', regarding only the subject (1),
the process Xn has not always a limit value, but, if the process Xn converges
under <p', the limit value will be not greater than the limit value under the
procedure £p.

2. Notations, restrictions of experiments and definition of procedure.

In this paper we treat a set of k mutually independent experiments (trials)
Ei, •••, Ek. The chance variables XEv •••, XEfc of the trials have unknown mean
values mi, •••, w& respectively. We assume that we have not any information for
mi, ~ ,mk until we observe the first result of the trials Ei or E2 or ••- or Ek. In
the first step of the selection we are admitted to select each one of the given k
trials Eίt •••, Ek In the second step we are admitted to select the second trial investi-
gating our own purpose under given informations of the result of first step, and so
on. And we assume that the result of a fixed step was independently distributed
to the preceding selections of trials. Our purpose of selections is to maximize
asymptotically the process of the sample mean Xn given by the first n observations
Xi, ~',Xn of the first n selections of trials E^, •••, Ew. Here we denote the
first n observations as J£i, •••, Xn, and especially we shall not write the trial suffix
in the following lines. We shall decide the selecting way of trial for each step
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using a posteriori probabilities of Bayes type λn+ι,ι, •••, 2n+1,k of hypotheses HI. mi
>max^1(mi), •••, Ha m/fc>max^fc(wi) given by preceding n observations Xl9 •••, Xn.
For (w+l)-th step we shall select (w+l)-th trial £<n+1> randomizedly from the k
trials Ei, •••, £* by selecting ratio Λw+ι,ι, •••, λι+ι,fc of £Ί, •••, £"Λ multinomially. Then
our process of sample mean Xn given by our randomized selections of trials
Ea\ E™, - has maximum limit value as will be proved in section 3. And we
can observe the special case of this model in corollary in section 3. An element
E of the given set of trials has a result X which is considered to be a chance
variable, and the mean value m of X is unknown value and the density function
f(x, m} of X for fixed trial E has following five restrictions.

Restriction 1. We have not any information for the mean m until we observe
the result of the trial E.

Restriction 2. The density function f(x, m) is defined on m interval of full
line and f(x, m) is m integrable on its domain.

Restriction 3. Our unknown true parameter m is an inner point of its domain
interval.

Restriction 4. If we have n observations of independent trials of fixed E denoted
as xlt •••, xn then Π?=1/O*, m) is positive on inner point of m domain and unimodal
on the domain.

If we have n results of independent trials of fixed E denoted as xly •••, xn then
the normalization of the likelihood function ΐ^=1f(xit m) for our unknown parameter
m denoted as \Hΐ^f(xi, m)\ is given as follows:

(2.1) Π/te »0
1=1 , nΐ)dm *=1

Restriction 5. The normalization ,̂ m)\ converges to a m density func-
tion which concentrates only at our unknown parameter m with probability one as
n tends to infinity.

Before defining our procedure £P, we assume that we have n=n\ \
observations from HI trials of £Ί, •••, from nk trials of Ek in some way. We shall
define Λn+ι,ι, •••, Λn+i.* after observing n samples xl9 •••, xn as follows:

(2.2)

dm\ •••

dm\ ••• dm*;,

where is the mean value corresponding to i-th trial
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Definition of procedure £P. We select (#+l)-th trial E^n+l:> from k trials
En, •••, Ek multinomially with probabilities λn+ι,ι, •••, Λw+ι,* under the information of
n observations J£i, •••, J£"w until w-th step, which have been defined by (2. 2).

3. Proof of main theorem.

The object of this section is to prove the following main theorem.

THEOREM. Under our procedure ζ£ the process (Xι-\ \-Xn)ln converges to the
value max(wι, •••, mk) with probability one as n increases to infinity.

To prove this theorem it is sufficient to prove the following lemma.

LEMMA. Under our <?, if any trial of the set Ei, •••, Ek satisfies the restrictions
1, •••, 5, then the selecting time n\ of Elf •••, nk of Ek till n-th step increases to
infinity as the number of observations n increases to infinity.

Proof. To prove that selections of £Ί, •••, Ek continue infinitly many times as
n increases to infinity under our procedure <p, contrary to the comment we assume
that there exist some trial E3 and an integer N such that %<ΛΓ and #*—>oo as
n^oo (i^j). In this contrary assumption, it can be shown that our selecting ratio
λn+ι,j defined in (2. 2) approaches to

JH.
Π

by the restriction 5, where UEW-EJ means the product of n3 functions f(xif

satisfying E( ί:>=Ej> i=l, 2, ••-, n, because we can verify

-5.
-L

Π/fe,

Π *SL
Π

(3.2) -s, Π
E&)=E

ί+1 JTT

1) Mj means full range of m3.
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Π /(a?ί, mi) dm3

Jϊf*

where <5(?%) Is a limit probability density function such that fδ(mi}dmi=l and
δ(mi)=Q for any value w$ different to unknown true value w$ and #, means W;
interval: m/^max(mι, •••, m,-ι, m. +1, •••, m*).

We can easily see that the limit value (3.1) is positive by the unimodality
given in the restriction 4. Under our procedure £p, λn+ι,3 approaches to the positive
value

(3.3)
JH*

Π dmi

as w increases to infinity. Therefore the selecting ratio of E3 approaches to the
value. Under our procedure £P the ratio HJ/H approaches to the value, then we
have HJ ^OO as n^oo. This contradicts to the assumption. Hence under our pro-
cedure <p we have HJ-++OO for all j as n-*oo. From this fact we get our lemma
as to be proved.

Proof of theorem. By the result of the lemma, under our <p we have selecting
number n3 of E3 till n-th step converges to +00 as n increases to infinity, then
we have

(3.4) , mi) > δ(mj) as

where δ(mj) is a limit probability density function satisfying fδ(mj)dmj = l and
d(mj)=Q for all mj different to unknown true value m3. Therefore under our
procedure ^ we have

(3.5)

then

(3.6)

lim

Hj ι=l

S-i
the limiting value equals to one if W j =
differing to and equals to zero if %<max(mι,

, w*) and for all ί
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If the set of mly •••, mk has two or more maximum values mi9 mj9 ••• then the
limit value of the sum of An+i^, λn+ι,j, •••, corresponding to mίy m3, •••, equals to one.

In the following lines, we treat two binomial trials Elt E2. That is, we consider
Ely E2 as binomial trials having following unknown parameters pi, p2.

P{X=l\Eί}=pi

(3.7)

For this two trials EΊ, E2, we get following corollary.

COROLLARY. For this binomial trials Eίf E2, we addiίionary assume only fol-
lowing two restrictions:

Restriction 1. We have not any information for unknown true parameter p.
until we observe the first observation of trirl E. ( =1, 2 respectively).

Restriction 3. Our unknown true parameter point p. is an inner point of its
domain interval [0, 1].

Then, under our procedure <p, we have linv^J^H ----- \-Xn)/n=max(p1, p2) with
probability 1.

Proof of corollary. To prove limn^(.Xi H ----- \-Xn)/n = max(£ι, p2) with probability
1, we need five restrictions 1, •••, 5 as proved in our theorem. And in this corollary
we assumed two restrictions 1, 3, so that we need to show three restrictions 2, 4
and 5. The definition of binomial trial shows that the domain of probability is
expressed by unit interval O^p^l. Terefore we get restriction 2 as to be proved.
In the following line we shall show restriction 4. If we have n. results of n. in-
dependent trials of E. denoted as Xi, •••, Xn,. Then

(3. 8) Π P{xi\E.}= Π A' α-A)1-*'
τ=l i-l

is positive on the domain of the unknown parameter p. of E., and we easily get
unimodality on the domain, hence restriction 4 was proved.

Finally we shall show restriction 5. Now we can qbserve the normalization of

(3.9) ΠA-(l-A)1—
ι=l

has following normalizing constant

(3. 10) γΓϊ. - - -
\ \\p.* (l-p.γ-χ dp.
J O 1=1

If we denote m.= Σ^ι^i under fixed E. then the constant value equals to,
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1 1

p.m (l-p.γ-m dp. B(m +l> n.-m.+l)
o

(3. 11)
Γ(n.+2) (

Γ(m.+l)Γ(n.—m.+l) n.\(n.-m.)l '

Next, under n. observations of fixed trial E. if we assume p. is fixed and sample
size n. of E. increases to infinite then the normalization

f\ρ.x (i-ρ.y-χ' = (».+!)( n' }ρ.m'(i—ρ.)n-m'
1=1 \ Wl I

approaches to the function (n.+ϊ)Nm.(n.p., n.p.q.) and we have

(m.—n.p.Y
\,n.-)rL)jLVm\n P > n.p.q.)— /-~- exp —

(3.12)

/w. MΛ Λr /w. m.(n.—m.) \
— lV«. I - , - J ' ^ ^ ^ V p l - , - r - I.p \ n. n. } \n. n* /

Then we can observe the limit function of a posteriori density function

(3. 13) (

converges to an one point concentlated density function, that is, a density function
concentlated on our unknown parameter p. with probability one discretely. Hence
we can get restriction 5 for this binomial model as to be proved.
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